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Introduction
Elite class watches are extremely popular all over the world, and 

the demand for them has been constantly growing. This popularity does 

not depend upon mere quality, craftsmanship and reliability as luxury 

watches affirm owner’s social status, style and taste. Luxury watches 

have become statements of exclusivity. Apart from status-driven 

considerations, the purchase of luxury watches is a solid long-term 

investment that offers steady returns in future. In accordance with 

the recent edition of marketing principles (Kotler et al., 2016), luxury 

watches fall into the category of speciality consumer products, which are 

usually characterized by unique characteristics and brand identification 

for which a significant group of buyers is willing to make a special 

purchase effort, strong brand preference and loyalty, exclusive 

distribution in few outlets per market area, and more carefully targeted 

promotion by both the manufacturer and resellers.

Jeffrey Immelt, CEO of General Electric, wears a Breitling Chronospace. Business Insider
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http://www.businessinsider.com/watches-worn-by-most-powerful-ceos-2017-3/
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Watch empires

Swiss watches in global watch market

According to the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH (Verband 

der Schweizer Uhrenindustrie FH), Switzerland produces around 30 

million timepieces per year, which accounts for 2.5% of the global watch 

output (in terms of units). However, in value terms, this country accounts 

for over 50% of the world watch market. Swiss watchmakers produce 

about 95% of watches priced at over 1,000 francs (~1,000 USD).

Who buys Swiss watches?

The current size of the global luxury watch market is enormous 

and exceeds 20 billion US dollars per year. The main markets include 

European and Asian countries, specifically the UAE. The demand for 

Swiss-made watches has been demonstrating the highest growth rate 

in Asia and Europe, which makes sense in the post-crisis times when 

the European demand has been improving after it collapsed.

Watch industry exports continued to profit from the recovery of some 

key markets and benefited from a very favourable base effect. Despite 

introduction of the innovations to the watch market, as example smart 

watches, demand for mechanical timepieces remains steady. 

2,5% in units >50% in value
95% of watches priced 

at over 1,000 francs

or or

http://www.fhs.swiss/eng/statistics.html
http://www.fhs.swiss/eng/statistics.html
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The value of watches costing less than 200 francs (export price) 

fell ( − 3.4%), while the other segments reported sustained growth. 

The 500 − 3,000 francs price category posted the best result with growth 

of almost 20% both in value and in the number of pieces.

Most of the 30 main markets prove positive. Hong Kong ( + 15.8%) and 

China ( + 18.2%) continued to grow strongly. Japan ( + 21.7%) recorded 

an even more substantial advance, although against the background 

of a declining medium-term trend. Contrasting with these strong positive 

trends, watch industry exports to the United States (−7.3%) remained 

negative. Growth in the United Kingdom ( + 1.2%) continued, while Italy 

remained flat (−0.7%). Overall growth in Europe stood at 5.9%. 

Country

Hong Kong

Japan

USA

United Kingdom

China

Italy

Total

Mil. of CHF

245.2

132.4

183.3

122.3

149.0

105.0

937.3

Change

+15.8%

+21.7%

-7.3%

+1.2%

+18.2%

-0.7%

+7.6%

Share

13.3%

7.2%

9.9%

6.6%

8.1%

5.7%

50.7%

Main countries for Swiss-made watch exports
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Issues of the luxury watch market
Popularity of luxury products has resulted in the appearance and 

expansion of the black market for stolen watches. It should be borne 

in mind that each element of the watch mechanism is custom built. 

All timepieces have unique identification numbers, which authenticate 

product genuineness. These numbers are stored in the manufacturer’s 

internal databases. Regretfully, there is no single database for watches 

of different manufacturers, while the watch ownership history is not 

recorded. Thefts cause significant losses to the watch owners and 

insurance companies. Stolen watches enter the market due to absence 

of the unified global stop-list and convenient interfaces for the owners.

Another formidable issue facing customers is the availability of fake and 

counterfeit products. The quality of fakes improves gradually, making 

them very similar to the originals. Being in high demand, Swiss-made 

watches are faked more often as compared to watches of other brands. 

In value terms, the trade turnover of counterfeit watches is over 1 billion 

francs per year, which accounts for 5 % of the total sales volume 

of original timepieces. Criminals even mastered watch copying and 

“cloning”. When one checks the authenticity of such watches using serial 

numbers alone, the lookup results are positive since these numbers may 

really exist.

Another issue is the absence of the unified database monitoring watch 

service history. For instance, a customer wants to know whether 

the watch has been repaired and, if repaired, what parts have been used 

or where the maintenance, if any, has been executed. Without such 

database, there is no possibility to verify service information, which 

is of great importance for assessing the watch price. 

According to the Federation of the Swiss Watch 
Industry FH, the annual output of counterfeit watches 
exceeds 35 million units, which is even bigger than 
the output of authentic Swiss watches.
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ChronoBase is a unified market ecosystem

ChronoBase is a unified ecosystem for luxury watch owners, dealers and 

manufacturers. We are creating a truly global ecosystem to store 

the watch profiles, with the current status (stolen, lost, or any other 

events), as well as their provenance and service history. ChronoBase will 

become a reliable and easily accessible decentralized database with 

the information on thousands of luxury watches, which are registered 

by manufacturers and owners. The entire lifecycle of a timepiece— from 

manufacturing to end user — will be recorded in blockchain, enabling 

value retention and a secure marketplace.

Marketplace will become the core of the ecosystem, where watch owners 

will be able to retain their collection and offer any items for sale. Digital 

certificates, issued by ChronoBase, will protect customers from fakes and 

will assist in keeping track of the watch provenance. In addition, an escrow 

service will make it possible to safely buy and sell luxury watches. Another 

monumental task is achieved by casting away intermediaries, to improve 

watch prices for the interested buyers. 
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ChronoBase: let's synchronize!
Blockchain is a modern buzz word, yet the underlying technology may 

offer new opportunities and improve the existing processes. Everything that 

is not possible to achieve in a centralized database can now exist 

in a decentralized and secure form. The key about blockchain is the trust. 

When integrity and information safety and long term retention 

are of paramount importance, blockchain technology is a perfect fit.

Deep insight into the blockchain technology allows the project team 

to analyse various markets, where the issue of data safety and retention 

are nowadays acute and persistent. The luxury watch market is the one 

where this issue really manifests itself. 

ChronoBase — Your luxury watch secured by blockchain
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Analysis of competing services and projects

Currently, there are no watch related projects or offers, which can  

prevent all possible risks and safeguard information authenticity. There is 

a number of large marketplaces handling watch trade. There are also 

local databases of stolen watches. These are practically all options 

available. Such projects are summarised in the table below.

* for stolen watch database only

Blockchain decentralization

ChronoBaseFeature description Chrono24
The Watch

Register
James
Edition

! " !"
Marketplace " ! ""
Ownership history/provenance ! ! !"
Personal collection " ! ""
Advertising tools " ! ""
Absence of hidden charges " " ""
Mobile applications " ! !"
Enhanced data security ! ! !"
Blockchain based certificates ! ! !"
Escrow service " ! !"
Open API ! ! !"
History of service events ! " !"
Internal payment system ! " !"

*
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Who needs ChronoBase?

Watch owners
Information on watch provenance improves resale value of a timepiece. 

The earlier the watch enters the database, the more valuable such 

provenance record becomes afterwards. 

Availability and retention of  information on every timepiece is 

guaranteed, so information is available when you sell or buy watches.

ChronoBase provides an option to verify service history of a watch.

The information on watch ownership is secure (privacy respected).
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Watch manufacturers 

Insurance companies

Unathorised stock movement and re-export by the dealers is a common 

practice, which results in sale of watches below MRP recommended 

by the manufacturer. ChronoBase can track sales of dealers to third-party 

marketers, knowing the actual sales location.

The platform allows manufacturers to reach out to the clients to push 

marketing messages and maintain relationships.

ChronoBase brings order and transparency to the second hand market.

Our platform offers new business tools to watch manufacturers:

Insurance fraud is widespread and it may be hard or impossible to check 

the timepiece in police databases worldwide. ChronoBase offers instant 

verification for insurance purposes, including service history and the date 

of the first sale, respecting privacy of the owner. 

Watch manufacturers can focus on production and entrust the database to ChronoBase
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Pawnbrokers and their customers

Service companies

External partners

absence of any criminal record.

ownership status of a person who pledges a watch as collateral or later 

elects not to redeem this collateral in order to sell it.

watch provenance and authenticity.

Pawnbrokers and their customers can get priority access and better view 

with respect to pawned watches.

This information will confirm:

Watch service centers may incur significant losses when they can not 

prove unauthorised or unqualified repairs or utilization of non-authentic 

spare parts. The unified database retains full record on repairs and 

servicing of each timepiece, and keeps track of the service history. 

It will facilitate timely maintenance, as ChronoBase users can set 

reminders to call at a service center to maintain their watches (with 

indication of the closest service center subject to customer location). 

Open API allows external partners to join our marketplace, access 

database and analyse offered lots.
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Why support the ChronoBase project?

This is the first project with a unified decentralized database on luxury 

watches with full ownership history and easy access with mobile apps.

It is started with database, but in future the marketplace 

will be promoted, which will facilitate buying and selling watches with full 

history of ownership, service and other relevant information.

This will become the first escrow service platform dedicated to luxury 

watchese, based on smart contracts.

The market for our project is global. ChronoBase negotiates with 

all watch manufacturers, insurance companies, pawnbrokers, etc.

ChronoBase has already entered the MVP stage with live applications.

We view ChronoBase not as a local project, but as an open ecosystem 

for all participants of this booming market.

ChronoBase will protect you from purchasing stolen or lost watches. 

The information kept in the blockchain database can not be altered.

We improve security of transactions and protect market participants.

The information in database increases resale cost of luxury watches due 

to availability of transparent provenance record.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9.
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ChronoBase functionality

The ChronoBase ecosystem will be converged around the web portal. 

The portal is the unified point of access to all features of the platform. 

Mobile applications have been developed to conveniently access all data 

from portable devices. The fully functional platform, which provides basic 

functionality, has been deployed and available to use. 

Users can access the following features:

add new watches; 

bulk upload (for manufacturers); 

add information on service events; 

ownership transfer; 

ownership/authenticity verification; 

offer a watch for sale; 

report a loss or theft.

The function of loss or theft reporting implies an automatic (without 

administrative interference) record in the blockchain, with a single click, 

which improves chances to act promtply and recover your item. 

The database always available in ChronoBase Apps
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The business entities or manufacturers can avail of the marketing 

services. As example, prior to upload of the new lot of luxury watches, 

the action can be coupled with a highly targeted opt-in messaging 

campaign among the prospective buyers. The access to all additional 

functions will be paid for by internal tokens of the platform. 

The information is mirrored in Ethereum blockchain, which guarantees 

its integrity and capacity to pass any type of auditing. The database 

is public and universally accessible, with an enhanced level of data 

confidentiality, which safeguards the owner’s identity.

Information about your watch 
collection is always with you 
in the mobile app

You can add the watch by 
yourself for further verification
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Blockchain powered 
review and ranking system

Generally accessible API

Once marketplace is implemented, the platform can rank buyers and 

sellers. This is a standard practice for a marketplace, but we will store 

rankings and their changes in the blockchain as well. This approach can 

exclude artificial inflation of the customer’s rankings, since the rank 

is directly linked to transactions made. 

For external partners, open API will be available. This enables third party 

services to get access to the database. Such option will be attractive 

for insurance companies as they can improve insurance processing 

algorithms by integrating with ChronoBase internal system for risk 

scoring. By using ChronoBase API, an existing marketplace can increase 

the capability to verify the displayed lots. Joint marketing opportunities 

can be enabled by facilitating data entry in ChronoBase. 

The information from ChronoBase is mirrored in Ethereum blockchain, which 

guarantees its integrity and capacity to pass any type of auditing
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Review of ChronoBase (BASE) token

What ChronoBase (BASE) token is?

ChronoBase (BASE) token is a cryptographic utility token issued to power 

the ChronoBase platform, purchase the platform based services and 

make transactional payments. BASE tokens are ERC20 compliant and 

based on Ethereum blockchain. Total token supply is fixed and BASE 

token is not mineable. Further to the token sale, tokens will be listed 

on cryptocurrency exchanges to facilitate liquidity. BASE tokens are vital 

to maintain internal economy of the ChronoBase ecosystem and facilitate 

safe and open interaction among ecosystem participants.

BASE token is not a bond, a digital currency, a commodity or a financial 

instrument. It is not registered in accordance with the US Securities Act 

of 1933 and is not amenable to bond securities laws of any US state, 

country or other jurisdiction where a potential token holder may be 

resident. Tokens are not debt securities whatsoever.

BASE tokens will be used by manufacturers and owners to secure their timepieces
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The tokens do not confer the owner with a right to share or distribute 

corporate assets in any form (as debt instruments, loans, etc.). BASE 

tokens do not provide a right to receive dividends, ownership 

or company/revenue shares in any jurisdiction. The tokens can not be 

returned or exchanged back into the assets of any company. 

payment of the platform commissions upon watch sales;

payment of charges upon making changes to watch metadata;

payment for the platform services (marketing services, services aimed 
at promotion of lots available for sale, featured brand pages, etc.);

payment for a Premium account, which provides additional benefits 
(expanded listings, featuring of a lot, membership schemes, etc.).

ChronoBase (BASE) token use cases

Usage of tokens by watch retailers

making security payments;

obtaining an early access to the new sale lots;

obtaining the ‘verified customer’ status;

payment for advertising space within pawnshop ratings;

payment for advertising space within the platform.

Usage of tokens by pawnshops

making security payments when the escrow service is used;

obtaining an early access to the new sale lots;

obtaining the ‘verified/premium customer’ status. 

Usage of tokens by watch buyers
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payment for targeted marketing campaigns;

payment for the access to big data analytics;

payment of charges upon making changes to watch metadata;

promotion of the authorised service center network;

payment for advertising space within the platform.

payment for targeted marketing campaigns;

payment of the platform commissions for customer referrals;

payment for geolocation-based triggers that remind watch owners of the 
necessity to perform service maintenance;

payment for advertising space within the platform;

Usage of tokens by watch manufacturers

Usage of tokens by service centers

acquisition of tokens at cryptocurrency exchanges;

sale of tokens at cryptocurrency exchanges;

token transfers between wallets within the Ethereum network.

Non-core usage of BASE tokens
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Use case scenarios in examples

Within the ChronoBase platform, BASE tokens 
are acquired exclusively for making a specific 
transaction or a transactional cycle. 

9:55
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Upon new user registration, the user wallet is created automatically. This 

wallet is later employed for payments within the platform. It will contain 

only the tokens and required ETH balance for transactions within 

the Ethereum network. This wallet is not intended for external payments. 

In future, we will provide an option to synchronise your existing personal 

Ethereum wallet with ChronoBase.

The user selects the preferred service option in ChronoBase. At that 

moment, the platform displays appliable service fee in BASE tokens. 

On the initial stage, to facilitate database growth, certain services 

including watch registration may be available to users free of change. 

Scenario 1
Registration and token acquisition

Registration 

on platform

Automatic wallet 

creation

Service option 

selection in 

ChronoBase

Acquisition of 

BASE tokens 

Receipt of tokens 

and ETH required for 

transaction

Acceptance 

of payment request

Data entry is 

committed 

to Ethereum 

blockchain

End of operation
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From the list of suggested payment options, the user selects a preferred 

method to obtain BASE tokens — either a purchase with cryptocurrency 

or a transfer from an external wallet. The platform automatically 

calculates the required amount subject to the chosen payment method.

After the purchase is executed and confirmation is received, the relevant 

number of BASE tokens and a small ETH balance to pay for gas within 

the Ethereum network are transferred to the user wallet.

Once the transactions are confirmed within the Ethereum network, 

the user receives a “payment request” for the service option 

in ChronoBase.

The user confirms such request, and the tokens are transferred 

to the platform wallet. At this moment, the internal database entry 

is made and a mirror transaction is committed to the Ethereum 

blockchain with the “Data” field populated with Base64-encoded watch 

particulars. This transaction represents the data entry which stays 

in the blockchain permanently and makes part of the watch provenance.

Data entry format descriptions will be published in ChronoBase GitHub. 
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The buyer and the seller agree on a deal to be executed via the escrow.

The buyer initiates purchase with the escrow service.

The ChronoBase platform requests to transfer the funds (in applicable 

cryptocurrency) to the escrow account/wallet. Such escrow account 

is actually a smart contract, which automatically performs all actions 

based on the defined rules. However, if necessary, ChronoBase support 

team can intervene with pre-defined triggers for arbitrage purposes. 

After the receipt of funds on the escrow account is confirmed, the seller 

is instructed to deliver the watch to the buyer within the stipulated time 

interval.

Scenario 2

Watch purchase with the escrow service

The buyer initiates 
purchase with 

escrow

Full cost of watch is 
transferred 

to escrow account 

The buyer confirms 
watch receipt on 
the platform and 

compliance 
to the declared 
specifications

The buyer receives 
the watch and 

checks it

The seller delivers 
the watch to the 

buyer

The seller pays 
commission for 

the sale of watch 
to the platform in 

BASE tokens

The funds held on 
the escrow account 

are transferred 
to the seller. Watch 
ownership updated
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Upon the receipt of the watch, the buyer, within the agreed time interval, 

checks if this watch is in conformity with declared specifications. Further, 

the buyer makes a confirmation on ChronoBase platform regarding 

successful receipt of the watch purchased. The buyer also confirms 

presence or absence of any claims.

In case of any claims, the manual arbitrage process begins. Such 

arbitrage can make one of the following decisions:

The claims are justified, the deal is cancelled and refunded

The claims are not justified, the buyer agrees to accept 
the watch

The claims are not justified, but the buyer still decides to cancel 
the deal. In this case, the buyer loses the commission 
percentage and delivers the watch back to the seller at the own 
expense

The seller pays a fee to the ChronoBase platform for selling the watch 

and provision of escrow services. The fee is charged in BASE tokens.

When the deal is completed, the ownership transfer record is made 

in ChronoBase database to further protect the new owner of the watch.
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The watch owner reports loss or theft, with ChronoBase mobile 
applications or web portal. Watch status is updated instantly.

In case of theft report, ChronoBase support team contacts the owner 
to inquire whether any support with law enforcement agencies may be 
required to properly report the incident.

The platform pays for this transaction and report is free to the user.

The record with the new watch status is committed to the Ethereum 
blockchain. Updated watch status becomes available via the API and 
the portal for any further checks at ChronoBase.

Should the watch be found or recovered later, this is also recorded.

Scenario 3

The watch is lost or stolen

There was a theft 
or loss incident

The watch owner 
reports the theft 
or loss incident 

with ChronoBase 
mobile application 

or a web portal

Transaction 
to update watch 
status is initiated

In case of theft, 
ChronoBase support 

team contacts the 
owner to offer help

Transaction is paid 
by the platform and 
report is free of cost 

to the user

The record with the 
new watch status is 

committed to 
Ethereum blockchain
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Token sale and funds distribution

General information

Minimum target (Soft Cap):

~1,500,000 USD

~250,000 USD

15,000,000 BASE

2,500,000 BASE

70,000,000 BASE

5,000,000 BASE

Minimum target (Soft Cap):

Total token supply:

100 million BASE

Maximum target (Hard Cap):

~7,000,000 USD

~500,000 USD

Maximum target (Hard Cap):

Tokens available for sale: 

70 million BASE

Bonus tokens are available to the early buyers

Bonus scheme and presale schedule are posted at https://chronobase.io

Presale stage will terminate once the maximum target is reached

Token nominal price: 1 BASE = 0.1 USD
https://tokensale.chronobase.io

Token supply is fixed and token is not mineable

Tokens will be released to the buyers once the token sale is completed 

In case the soft cap is not reached, all purchases will be reversed 

Acceptable payment methods: BTC, ETH, BCH, LTC and DASH

Presale stage

https://tokensale.chronobase.io
https://chronobase.io
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Public token sale stage

Minimum target (Soft Cap):

~1,500,000 USD

15,000,000 BASE 70,000,000 BASE

Maximum target (Hard Cap):

~7,000,000 USD

Above numbers are inclusive of the tokens sold at the presale stage 

Bonus tokens are available to the early buyers

Bonus scheme and sale schedule are posted at https://chronobase.io 

Token sale includes 9 (nine) weekly periods with the decreasing bonus 

Extra bonus tokens (+5 to +15%) are available for large contributions

Beware of phishing sites! 
Always check token sale dashboard URL: 

https://tokensale.chronobase.io

There is no lock-up period and tokens will be freely transferable 

ChronoBase (BASE) is ERC20 compliant token on Ethereum blockchain 

Further to the token sale, BASE will be listed on major exchanges

For any questions related to the token sale, contact 

ChronoBase team at:

info@chronobase.io 

https://t.me/chronobase 

https://chronobase.io
https://tokensale.chronobase.io
mailto:info@chronobase.io
https://t.me/chronobase
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Token distribution

Target allocation of funds

70% — sold in the token presale and general sale

15% — allocated for network growth to incentivise participation 

12% — retained for the development team

2% — to cover administrative costs

1% — bounty to the supporters

35% — Research & Development (R&D)

25% — Business development

20% — Operations

15% — Marketing and promotion

5% — Legal



Manufacturer and 
service workshop 

module enhancements

April
2019

Official brand pages at 
marketplace

February
2019

Further ecosystem 
development

May
2019

Marketing and big 
data research 

module

December
2018

Escrow service

November
2018

API implementation to 
integrate 3rd parties

October
2018

One-click insurance offers

August
2018

Marketplace launch

June
2018

In-app token payments

May
2018

Blockchain integration

April
2018

ChronoBase token sale

March
2018

Platform launch (MVP)

December
2017

Development starts

April
2017

ChronoBase concept

January
2017

Global market
research

October
2016

Roadmap
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Team and Advisors

Andreas Fleischer

Claus Jungmann

Andreas was a competitive athlete and worked for 

many years as a manager in the German police force. 

After sixteen years he moved to the economy and 

founded various companies in the field of event 

management and marketing. He organized events 

worldwide for leading German companies specializing 

in the financial and banking business. He is an 

excellent leader and has a good nose for future trends. 

Luxury watches are his passion.

Claus is founder and CEO of several software 

companies, graduate computer scientists and has 

been in business for more than 20 years. His fields of 

expertise are management consulting in the field of 

technology, web application development and 

software architecture. Claus is an excellent analyst 

with a keen eye for trends in industry and society.

LinkedIn

LinkedIn

CEO

CTO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andreas-fleischer-5142b53a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claus-jungmann-4b256868/
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Daniela Albertus

Sebastian Fleischer

Yves Nadoll

Daniela comes from the banking sector. She worked 

for 20 years in this field. Her fields of application were 

customer support, private banking, corporate 

communication and corporate management. In recent 

years she has been responsible for marketing and 

sponsorship in a leading German financial institution. 

She has a well-grounded knowledge of social media.

Sebastian is a graduate of the University of 

Birmingham. He is well acquainted with future 

technologies. After working as an audit consultant with 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, he has been working as a 

strategy and transformation manager for Capgemini 

Consulting worldwide for several years. Special 

interest for watches.

Yves is a talented process designer and controller. 

He is responsible, among other things, for corporate 

management at the Intecsoft group. He has a 

profound knowledge in the field of software 

development and the travel industry. As a perfectionist 

he loves the accuracy of watches.

LinkedIn

LinkedIn

LinkedIn

Marketing Director

Technology Advisor

Software Architect

https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniela-albertus-253024160/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sebastian-fleischer-7772723a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yves-nadoll-0b6776124/
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Viacheslav Fisenko

Zhang Qiangqiang (ୟ୩ᠪ)

Rob C. Masri

Viacheslav has been in telecom devices business for over 

14 years. He was responsible for wholesale and retail of 

Vertu branded handsets since 2007. Having diversified his 

interests into luxury watch business since 2009, 

Vyacheslav knows all intricacies of this complex industry 

first hand. Qualified as MSc in personnel management. 

Crypto analyst and long term investor.

Zhang Qiangqiang has been dealing with logistics and 

outsourced manufacturing industries since 2010. 

Fluent in Mandarin, English and Russian. She is familiar 

with online community development and support, and 

will foster communications with China based crypto 
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Risk factors

Risks related to BASE token value

BASE token market stagnation

Risks associated with increased or decreased prices 
arising from speculative trading

ChronoBase (BASE) token purchase is associated with the high level 

of risks. Prior to the purchase, the prospective buyer should carefully 

study the information on these risks. Any actual risk might provide 

significant negative effect on the BASE platform and BASE token value. 

Token holders may encounter different risks and uncertainties including 

but not limited to those mentioned below. The unlisted risks and 

uncertainties may drastically affect the whole ChronoBase platform and 

the value of BASE tokens. 

Since public trade with BASE tokens has not been yet practiced, their 

sale, discussed in this document, might not originate an active or liquid 

market for BASE tokens. This might increase token price volatility. Despite 

the working applications, which promote the sale of BASE tokens and 

their exchange for other cryptocurrency, the efficient public market for 

these tokens may stagnate. If the development of the liquid BASE token 

market is stalled, their price may exhibit large fluctuations and token 

holders may experience non-liquidity at some moment. 

The evaluation of digital tokens on the secondary market is usually non-

transparent and extremely speculative. BASE tokens do not provide their 

holder with any rights to own a company’s assets. They are not 

supported by any material assets. The token price may significantly 

fluctuate over a short period of time. There is a high risk that a token 

holder may lose the funds paid for BASE tokens. The worst scenario 

is when their value declines to zero. 
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BASE tokens may have a zero market price

BASE tokens might not be redeemable 

Risk of blockchain delays

There are no guarantees or forecasts regarding BASE token liquidity 

trajectory. The participant companies are not liable for the future market 

value of BASE tokens, their transfer rate, liquidity and ability to enter 

different markets via non-affiliated companies or by any other means. 

The term “participant company” hereinafter means a company, 

represented by it’s former, present or future personnel, officers, directors, 

contractors, consultants, lawyers, accountants, financial advisors, 

shareholders, suppliers, sellers, service providers, parent/daughter 

companies, affiliated persons, agents, representatives, antecedents and 

successors. 

Apart from the cases stipulated by legally binding documentation 

or catered for by current legislation, participant companies are not liable 

for redeeming BASE tokens and returning of the funds to their owners. 

There is no guarantee and there will be no guarantee in future that BASE 

tokens are effective and valuable. No promises can be given regarding 

tokens’ value, prolongation of payment acceptance or similar activities. 

The return of the funds paid for tokens might therefore be impossible, 

including the cases when one appeals to the laws and rules different 

from those acceptable at the ChronoBase platform. 

In the majority of blockchain operation cases, which use cryptocurrency 

transactions (e. g.  Ethereum and Bitcoin), the proof of work determines 

block formation times, which means that block creation can occur 

at a random moment in time. For example, if at the very last second of BASE 

token sales a certain amount in cryptocurrency is paid for BASE tokens, 

Risks associated with blockchain 
technology and software 
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Blockchain overloading risk

Non-conformity software risk

Risk of losing private keys 

this amount may not arrive within the required period. The corresponding 

blockchain may not include this transaction at a moment expected 

by the buyer. Consequently, the payment for BASE tokens may not arrive 

to the relevant wallet at a day when the buyer has actually transferred 

cryptocurrency. 

The majority of blockchain operation cases, which use cryptocurrency 

transactions (e. g. Ethereum and Bitcoin), are subject to periodic 

overloads during which the transactions can be delayed or bounced. 

Some persons can occupy local network channels with malicious intent 

in order to gain advantage in purchasing cryptocurrency tokens. This may 

entail the situation when block creators can delay or fully refrain from 

including the buyer’s transactions into the blockchain. 

The token-based smart contract concept, basic software and program 

platforms (such as Ethereum and Bitcoin) are at the early developmental 

stage and are untested. There is no guarantee that the process of BASE 

token circulation would be continuous and faultless. There is an 

embedded risk that the software might turn out to be underdeveloped 

and error-prone, which can result in the full loss of any cryptocurrency 

and BASE tokens. 

BASE tokens can be stored in a digital wallet or vault. In order to access 

them, one needs a private key or a combination of private keys. 

Consequently, the loss of private keys will lead to losing BASE tokens, 

the access to the token balance and/or to the failed access to the initial

Security risks
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Insu!cient token protection 

Attacks against token-based smart contracts

Impossibility to match open keys with buyer’s account 

token balance in the block chains created by third parties. Apart from 

that, the third party, which gets access to such private keys and 

to registration details of a service-located wallet or vault, can avail 

of these BASE tokens without knowlege or approval of the holder. 

BASE tokens can be stolen. Hackers or other criminal groups can 

interfere with token-originating smart contracts or BASE tokens 

themselves by different means. Specifically, they can use various 

malwares, service denial attacks, consensus attacks, Sybil attacks, 

smurfing and spoofing. Moreover, since the Ethereum platform relies 

on the program products with the open initial code, there is a risk that 

Ethereum-based smart contracts may contain intentional and 

unintentional errors and faults, which may adversely affect BASE tokens, 

resulting in their loss and BASE token access/control disruptions. 

In the case of such software errors or malfunction, there could be no 

means of legal defence, so BASE token holders could not resort to legal 

protection, compensation or refund. 

Blockchain, used for the token-creating smart contracts, is susceptible 

to mining attacks, such as double-spending attacks, 51% attacks, egoistic 

mining attacks and race condition attacks. Each successful attack poses 

a certain risk for token-based smart contracts; these smart contracts 

provide duly execution and sorting-out of transactions involving BASE 

tokens. Smart contract also perform duly performance and streamlining 

of contract calculations. 

A BASE token buyer might fail to match the open key with his/her 

account. So, the situation might occur when the third parties could not
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Risk of incompatibility of wallet-handling services 

Uncertain normative base 

Legal risks 

Impossibility to receive or maintain licenses and permits

know his/her BASE token balance in the Ethereum network, when and 

if they form initial balances of a new Ethereum platform-based wallet. 

A wallet or a provider of wallet services, used for acquisition and storage 

of BASE tokens, should be technically compatible with BASE tokens 

(ERC-20 compliance). Compatibility issue may prevent BASE token 

buyers from getting access to their tokens. 

The legal status of cryptocurrency tokens, digital assets and blockchain 

technology in many jurisdictions is unclear or totally undefined. 

It is difficult to predict which state authorities will regulate such 

technologies. It is also hard to predict possible amendments and changes 

to the laws regulating this sphere, specifically cryptographic tokens, 

digital assets and blockchain technology application. These changes may 

negatively affect tokens. For instance, tokens may be regarded 

as financial instruments which require registration. The company may 

stop BASE token distribution, platform development and regional 

operations in specific jurisdiction areas, if such activities are deemed 

unlawful and not economically viable for these reasons. 

Effective the date of BASE token sales, there are no regulations which 

stipulate the necessity for the company to obtain any licenses and 

permits required for this line of activity. However, there is a risk that such 

regulations may be imposed in future to affect any participant company. 

In this case, the business of participant companies will depend from the
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urgency of these licenses and permits and from the compliance with 

relevant conditions of behalf of participant companies. License issue and 

extension periods, as well as the control over licensee’s compliance with 

these licenses by regulating agencies, may vary. These agencies may 

oblige a participant company to comply with the following: multiple 

standards; qualified personnel recruitment conditions; terms for 

maintaining certain technical level; norms of quality control system 

operation; consent to give permission to keep track of our operations; 

level of maintenance of corresponding requests; provision of relevant 

information upon the request of licensing agencies. The compliance with 

these demands may cause significant time and financial contributions, 

as well as result in delays in the ChronoBase platform operation. Apart 

from that, private persons and public have a right to comment the Project 

and participate in the licensing process in other ways, including by court 

appeals and political pressure. Correspondingly, a participant company 

may fail to obtain or extend, including in due time, the required licenses. 

Besides, these licenses may limit the company’s capacity to carry 

on its activity or perform its work on a commercial basis.

Risk of state agency interference 
Participant companies operate in a new field of activity, which might 

be heavily supervised and controlled by various means, including 

investigations and increased attention on behalf of law enforcement 

bodies. There are no guarantees whatsoever that regulating agencies 

do not engage in detailed analysis of operations performed by participant 

companies. There are also no guarantees that legal actions are not 

undertaken against these companies. These actions may include various 

disapprovals, reprimands, fines, penalties and other punishments 

in relation to the participant companies. Such retributions may 

necessitate the company to reorganise its activities or curtail the offer 

of certain products and services. It can affect the company’s reputation 

and incur higher operating expenses, thus negatively impacting on BASE 

tokens and ChronoBase platform. 
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Onerous contract risk due to compliance with laws, 
regulations and standards

The participant company may fail to comply with existing laws and 

regulations. It may not also recognise the outcomes of corresponding 

checks made by regulating agencies. Another scenario is the increase 

in the state regulation of the operations performed by the participant 

company. All these cases may incur significant additional expenses 

by simply complicating the work or resulting in various sanctions, thus 

negatively affecting companies’ businesses and the ChronoBase 

platform. The activity and property of participant companies are guided 

by different state authorities and agencies in order to comply with 

existing norms and regulations. These regulating agencies have fairly 

large degree of power and freedom in law-abiding questions and their 

explanation. State agencies have the right (which they often adhere to) 

to perform periodic checks to supervise participant companies’ activity 

and property. Any such check may conclude that a participant company 

violates some laws, decrees or rules, and this participant company may 

be not in capacity to reject these conclusions or correct the violations. 

Each mistake made by the participant company in the field of compliance 

with current laws, norms or supervision outcomes may result in penalties, 

punishments or more drastic sanctions and demands. These may entail 

the necessity to stop some lines of activity; these may even entail 

criminal and administrative charges against relevant persons. Such kind 

of decisions, demands, sanctions and state regulation control tightening 

can increase participant companies’ expenses and render extremely 

negative effect on their business and the platform in general.




